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FREE ACTIONS ON THE NILMANIFOLD

Joonkook Shin

ABSTRACT. We classify free actions of finite abelian groups on the 

3-dimensional nilmanifold, up to topological conjugacy. By the works 

of Bieberbach and Waldhausen, this classification problem is reduced 

to classifying all normal subgroups of almost Bieberbach groups of 

finite index, up to affine conjugacy.

1. Introduction
The general question of classifying finite group actions on a closed 

3-manifold is very hard. However, the actions on a 3-dimensional 
torus can be understood easily by the works of Bieberbach and Wald- 
hausen([5, 9]). We shall study only free actions of finite abelian groups 
G on the 3-dimensional nilmanifold.

Let L be a simply connected, nilpotent Lie group. Then Aff(L) = 
L x Aut(L) is called the affine group of L, where the group operation is 
given by (g, a)(/i,/3) = (g• a(h), 이3) and Aff(L) acts on L by (g, a)z = 
g • ct(z) for (g『, ct), (h, f3) € Aff(L) and z E L. Let K be any maximal 
compact subgroup of Aut(L). Then a discrete uniform subgroup E 
of L K is called an almost crystallographic group. When 乃 is a 
torsion-free, it is called an almost Bieberbach group and the coset 
space E\L is an infra-nilmanifold. (In case E C L, E\L is called 
a nilmanifold.) If L is abelian (스 Rn for some n), this terminology
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reduces to a crystallographic group, a Bieberbach group and a flat 
Riemannian manifold respectively.

The maximal compact subgroup K can be chosen so that L 乂 K 
equals Isom(Zz). Consequently, a closed 3-dimensional manifold has 
a Nil-geometry if and only if it is an infra-nilmanifold. It is well 
known that infra-nilmanifolds are determined completely (up to affine 
diffeomorphism) by their fundamental group E.

Let G be a finite group acting freely on a nilmanifold J\L Then 
clearly, M = J\『/G is a topological manifold, and T = 7「i (Af/G) is 
an abstract Bieberbach group. Let N be the subgroup of T corre
sponding to 7「i(』\f). Let T' be an embedding of T into Aff(L) as a 
cocompact subgroup, and let Nf be the image of N. Then the quo
tient group Gf = T'/TV7 acts freely on the nilmanifold A/7 = L/N'. 
Moreover, Mr = Af'/G' is an infra-nilmanifold. Thus, a finite free 
topological action (G,』\f) gives rise to an isometric action (G',』、/7) on 
a nilmanifold. Clearly, 人T/G and are sufficiently large, see [4,
Proposition 2].. By works of Waldhausen and Heil ([3, Theorem A]), 
M is homeomorphic to M'.

Definition 1.1. Let groups Gi act on manifolds M? for 2 = 1,2. 
The action (Gi,Mi) is topologically conjugate to (G2,M2) if there 
exists an isomorphism 0: G± — and a homeomorphism h: Mi —> 
M2 such that h(g • x) = 0(g) • h(x) for all x E and all g E 
When = G2 and Mi = M2, topologically conjugate is the same as 
weakly equivariant.

For /G and J\Tr/Gr being homeomorphic implies that the two ac
tions and {Gf J幻,) are topologically conjugate. Consequently,
a free finite action (GJ\T) gives rise to a topologically conjugate iso
metric action on a nilmanifold A/7. Such a pair (G'jA/7) is not
unique. However, by the following theorem which has been obtained 
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by Lee and Raymond ([7]), all the others are topologically conjugate.

Theorem 1.2. Let 小 : E — E' be an isomorphism between two 
almost crystallographic groups of L. Then 0 is conjugation by an 
element of Aff(L).

Consequenly, to classify all free actions by finite groups on a nil
manifold, it is enough to classify only free isometric actions by finite 
groups on a nilmanifold, Lee proved the following theorem([6]).

Theorem 1.3. Let 1 — N — E — F — 1 be any extension of a 
Gnitely generated, torsion-free nilpotent group N by a Gnite group F. 
Then there exists a finite characteristic subgroup Z of E such that 
E/Z is an almost crystallographic group. In fact, Z is the subgroup 
consisting of all torsion elements of C乃 (2V), the centralizer of N in E.

Therefore, a finitely generated group E is an almost crystallo
graphic group if and only if it has a torsion-free maximal normal 
nilpotent subgroup of finite index.

2. Criteria for conjugacy
In this section, we develop a technique for finding and classifying 

all possible finite group actions on the 3-dimensional nilmanifold. The 
problem will be reduced to a purely group-theoretic one.

Consider the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group

' "1 ⑦ 之 1
7/ = < 0 1 y : x, z/5 z e R >

ILo 0 1」 J

which is connected, simply connected and two-step nilpotent. Then 
the center 2(H) of H is 1-dimensional, consisting of all matrices with 
x = y = 0. The quotient H/is isomorphic to R2 so that

1__弓]氏 — 九_今]氏2_今1
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is exact. The automorphism group is

Aut(?/) =R2 x GL(2,R),

where the factor GL(2,R) comes from the automorphisms of the quo
tient R2, and the R2 factor is the inner automorphisms. In fact, an 
element

A= : \ eGL(2,R)

yields an automorphism of H mapping

1 X z 1 ax + by zf
0 1 y F—> 0 1 ex + dy
0 0 1_ 0 0 1

where
z' = (ad — bc)z + | {acx2 + 2bcxy + bdy2).

An element
U = [u 이 eR2cAut(7/)

represents an automorphism of H mapping

-1 X z ’1 X z — vx + uy
0 1 — 0 1 y
0 0 0 0 1 _

Throughout this paper, we shall denote the Heisenberg group sim
ply by H.

Let r be any lattice of H. Then Z = T n and T/r A Z(W) 
are lattices of Z(3-L) and 7Y/乞(7Y),respectively. Therefore, the lattice 
r is an extension of Z by Z2, that is,

i--— r — z2--<l
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We take ei, e位 and 63 in T for some k(羊 0) € Z, where

“1 1 0“ "1 0 0" "1 0 1/k
ei = 0 1 0 , 匕 2 = 0 1 1 , 匕 3 = 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1

Thus

r =〈ei,62,63 I [^1,e3] = [62,63] = 1, [ei,e2] = e$).

It is easy to see that every lattice of H is isomorphic to T for some 
k > 0. From now on, we denote the lattice determined as above by 1\ . 
A group is virtually p-step nilpotent if it contains a normal subgroup 
which is p-step nilpotent and of finite index. Proposition 2.1 gives a 
characterization of an almost Bieberbach group.

Proposition 2.1. An abstract group tt is the fundamental group 
of a 3-dimensional infra-nilmanifold if and only if tt is a torsion-free, 
virtually nilpotent group of rank 3. Consequently, such a 7「contains 

for some k > 0 as a normal subgroup of finite index.

Proof. Suppose that M is a 3-dimensional infra-nilmanifold Then 
M is finitely covered by a nilmanifold r\7Y, where T is a lattice of 7/. 
Then necessarily, T = for some k > 0, and hence,

1 — P人 — 7Ti(M) —•今①一•» 1

is an extension of by a finite group Thus 7「i(M) contains 
as a nilpotent subgroup of rank 3. Indeed, Tk is the unique maximal 
normal nilpotent subgroup of 7「i(M).

Conversely, 7「fits an exact sequence 1—今 7r — F—>1 where 
A『 is a finitely generated, torsion-free nilpotent group and F is a finite 
group. Then clearly 7V = I丁 for some k. Thus Theorem 1.3 completes 
the proof. □
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In fact, the fundamental group of an infra-nilmanifold determines 
the space completely as in the case of a compact flat Riemannian 
manifold.

THEOREM 2.2. Let Ml, M2 be infra-nilmanifolds. Then the fol
lowing conditions are equivalent.

(1) Mi is affinely ditfeomorphic to M.
(2) Mi is homeomorphic to
(3) The fundamental group tti(Mi) is isomorphic to tti(M2).

Proof. The statement (3) is equivalent to Mi being homotopy equ
ivalent to M2, since both are aspherical manifolds. Now, homotopy 
equivalent infra-nilmanifolds are affinely difFeomorphic ([7]), so (iii) 
implies (i). □

Let M = 7//% be a 3-dimensional infra-nilmanifold where 7r is a 
subgroup of Aff(TY) = H 米 Aut(7Z). Then there is a diffeomorphism f 
between T-L and R3, and an isomorphism 中 between tt and tt' where 7「' 

is a subgroup of Aff(3) = R3 xi GL(3JR) such that(7「,?Z) and (tt'JR3) 
are weakly equivariant. Therefore, an infra-nilmanifold M = ?■//% is 
diffeomorphic to an affine manifold Mf = R3/?r'.

Definition 2.3. Let r c Aff(7/) be an almost Bieberbach group, 
and let be subgroups of I\ We say that (TViJTj is affinely
conjugate to (JV2,r)if there exists an element (t,T) € Aff(?Z) such 
that (t,T)r(t,T)-1 = r and = N2.

Let (G,Af) be a free affine action of a finite abelian group G on a 
nilmanifold Af. Then J\f/G is an infra-nilmanifold. Let T = 7「i(』\f/(¥), 
and N = 7ri(A『). Then T is an almost Bieberbach group. In fact, 
Since the covering projection /G is regular, N is a normal
subgroup of r. Since the pure translations in T, 乞 = I? n is the 
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unique maximal normal subgroup of L1, the normal subgroup N must 
be in

Our classification problem of free abelian group actions (G, Af) with 
7「i(』\『/(¥) 스 r can be solved by two steps:

(I) Find all normal free subgroups TV of T of finite index and 
classify (TV, T) up to affine conjugacy.

(II) Realize the finite abelian group G = T/N as an action on the 
nilmanifold 7//7V.

For (I), we need the following. Let T C Aff(?/) = 7/ 乂 Aut(?Z) be 
an almost Bieberbach group; and let

tl =(€i, Z) , 가2 = (匕2리 , 커3 = (匕3己) ?

where I is the identity matrix in Aut(7/) = R2 x GL(2,R). Then 
Z = (ti,<2,가3)is the maximal normal free subgroup of r. Let TV be a 
subgroup of Z of rank 3 which is normal in T, and let

火— J/'i/miymi .£2±n2
。一 b2 匕3 ? bl b2 b3 ? bl b2 b3 J

be an ordered set of generators for N. More precisely,

유斗m斗m _ (Ji mi ni r\ / i 9 o 
C1 匕3 으 I el e2 e3 51 ) 5 으 一- 1,^,0.

We shall represent the particular ordered basis 23 of 7V as following:

［竹］ __ n2 n3\
［£기 一 I e2 e3 ，el e2 e3 5el e2 e3 J

/y上 乂 2/m2 十n2 j.^.ni3+n3\
\匕1 l2 心3 ? l2 r3 5 r2 心3 /

<=> ordered basis of a subgroup .
N of Z

Let di = (€i,成,예 Then there exist integers p,q and r such that 
+(北2 + r's = di. Thus we have
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Now using 匕써 匕짜 애' , we can kill off all powers from all generators 
and get a new set {e^1631,e1̂ 2632,e^3633}. Let 成 =

Then using a similar method repeatedly as above, we can change 
[23] to a new generating set \Bf] = (今匕野오1,리匕흐2,아3) , where 

거2 > m,(太 > rii, i ~ 1,2. Thus we have the following Lemma.

Lemma 2.4. Any free normal subgroup N ofV has an ordered set 
of generators of the form

/d.d1，m±n1 十 n2 /d3\
\bl b2 c3 ? 62 쎠 5 【3 /•

Let us denote the normalizer of T by 7VAff(^)(r). The maximal 
normal free subgroup 乞 of T is characteristic (i.e., invariant under 
any automorphism of T). Under our representation of T into Aff(?/), 
the subgroup T is a lattice of 7Z. Therefore, matrix parts of elements 
of TVa^(九)(r)are integral. ‘

To make the exposition easier, we introduce some more notations. 
Let 7Vi, N2 be free normal subgroups of T; 匕1, 匕2 be bases for 
Ni, respectively. If there is F e GL(2,Z) C Aut(7<) such that 
[Bi] Y = [S2], then we say [Bi] 스 [히 . Similarly, if there exists (t,T) € 
•八『Aff(?z)(r)so that [23, = t • T([Bi]) • \ then we say [131] 〜 [으].

Note that 〜 is the right action of Aut(A『) on a fixed basis so that c
it does not change T and its normal subgroup. It is an operation 
that picks a new set of generators. Therefore, if [Bi] 〜 [S2], then c
Ni = JV2. On the other hand, 〜 is the row operation on the matrix R
leaving T invariant. If (i, T) is in the normalizer of I\ then it gives a 
new representation of I\ Moreover, even if [Bi] 〜 [히 , 시i andR
will generally be different subgroups of I\

The following proposition is a working criterion for affine conjugacy. 
All calculations will be done by this method.
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Proposition 2.5. Let N±, N2 be free normal subgroups of a Bie- 
berbach group I\ Then (A「i, T) is affinely conjugate to (八呂, T) if and 
only if for any ordered set of generators Si, B2 for N1JN2, respectively, 
there exist (t,T) € A『AffCH)(r)and Y e GL(2,Z) such that

Proof. Let 匕1, 匕么 be any ordered bases for 7Vi, W2, respectively, 
say

S1-{(a1J),(a2J)?(a3J)}, 匕2 = {(61,1), (凶己),(&3,1)}.

Then [Bi] = [ai,a2,M] and [匕2] = [&i,&2?^3]« Suppose there exists 
(t,T) € Aff(7/) giving rise to an affine conjugacy from to
(7V2,r). So the conjugation by (t,T) maps T to T itself and N± to 
A『2. Since (i,T)(a》,Z)(t,T)—1 = (t • T(aJ • t-1,/), for i = 1,2,3, 
clearly {t • T(ai) • t-1, t • T(《Z2)• t-• T(ol3)• t-1} is a new ordered 
set of generators for N2 - This is related to the original ordered set of 
generators B2 by an integral matrix Y e GL(2,Z). Thus

t • T([日]) • r1 = \t • T(ai) • t—• T(a2)• T(a3) • 厂1] = [匕이匕

The converse is easy. □

For convenience, in the rest of the paper we shall use the notation 
Ni 〜 A『2 if [匕2]乂 = t • T([jBi]) • 1 as in Proposition 2.5.

Now, the first step (I) is a purely group-theoretic problem and 
can be handled by Proposition 2.5. Firstly, we need to calculate the 
normalizer 八『Aff(九)C『). Let (t, T) E Aff(7Z). For (t,T) to normailize 
the maximal free subgroup Z of T, it is necessary and sufficient that 
the matrix T to be in GL(2, Z). To take care of the rest, Pick a finite 
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subset F of T whose image in the quotient (=holonomy) group V/Z 
is a set of generators. Find all (t,T) e xi GL(2,Z) such that

(t,T)(a,A)(t,T)—fer

for all (a, A) € F. It is equivalent to the following condition

ern?z = z <=> e
In dimension 3, F can be taken so that it has cardinality at most 2.
For example, T = {허北幻해,아 I ['i,'』 Q

2
3
 

/
- (a,A),Q2 = i3),

스 o1 -1

where
"1 0 

a — 0 1
_0 0

One can take F = {a = (a, A)} a singleton. Thus we obtain

八『Am") =
水 
오
2

1

 

p
-
2
 1

 
o

 

l

o

o , T E GL(2,Z), pq E 2Z

The second part (II) “Realization” can be done by the following 
procedure. Let T be an almost Bieberbach group, and TV be a nor
mal subgroup of r with G = V/N finite. To describe the natural 
affine action of G on the nilmanifold H/N, we must make the nil
manifold the standard nilmanifold, and describe the action on the 
universal covering level. In other words, the action of G should be 
defined on 7/ as affine maps (this is really explaining the liftings of 
a set of generators of G in T), and simply say that 이ir action is 
the affine action modulo the standard lattice Z, It is quite easy to 
achieve this. Let {((zi, I), (c》Z), (位3? 丁)} be a generating set for N. 
Form a matrix B e Aut(7Y) such that = 包, for i=l,2,3. There
fore, the conjugation by (I, B) e Aff(7Z) maps T into another almost
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Bieberbach group in such a way that the generating set for N be
comes the standard basis for Z. Suppose {ai, - - - ,ctm},(m < 3) 
generates the quotient group G when project down via T —» G, 
then {(I, x), (I,_B)ct2(7, B—T), (I,B)ct3(I, B”1)} describes
the action of G on the standard nilmanifold.

3. Free actions of finite abelian groups G on the nilmanifold
It is well known that all 3-dimensional infra-nilmanifolds are Seifert 

manifolds. A 이ossification of the 3-dimensional Seifert manifolds 
with solvable fundamental group (amongst them infra-nilmanifolds) 
is found in Orlik’s book ([10, Theorem 1., p.142]). Assume M is a 
3-dimensional infra-nilmanifold. Then M has a Seifert bundle struc
ture; namely, M is a circle bundle over a 2-dimensional orbifold with 
singularities. Recently it is known ([2, Proposition 6.1.]) that there 
are only 15 kinds of distinct closed 3-dimensional manifolds M with 
a Nil-geometry up to Seifert local invariant.

In this section, we shall deal with only one out of 15 distinct almost 
Bieberbach groups up to Seifert local invariant. The other cases can 
be done similarly and will be published with K. B. Lee ([8]). From 
now on, let us denote T by

T = (4i,i2,i3,아 | [허,시 = 浮, 아2 = 거3〉, 

where ti = (包,/) ,t2 = (e2,I),燃 = (e3,I), and

Here I is the identity matrix in Aut(?/) = R2 乂 GL(2, R). Note that 
[r,r] = (헤2,휴2), its holonomy group is Z2 and the fist homology 
group is」ETi(r； Z) = Z x Z2 x Z2. Recall that for integers p and q,

八『AffCH)(r)= I ' = 0 1 f 5 GL(2,Z), pq E 2Z \ .

001
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We shall study free actions of finite abelian groups G on the nilman
ifold A『 which yield an infra-niliiianifold homeomorphic to 3니V.

Theorem 3.1. The following table gives a complete list of all free 
actions （up to topological conjugacy） of finite abelian groups G on J\[ 
which yield an orbit manifold homeomorphic to 7Z/T.

Group G Conjugacy classes of normal free subgroups

미〜

Z# x Z2
Zia x Z2 x Z2

K=
N =

The action ofV/K = on the nilmanifold 'H/K is given by （h）:

h（x,y,z） = （—a, —y, 之 + 느

The action ofV/N = Z% x Z2 on the nilmanifold H/N is given by

〈/川〉: / W,之） = （—：仏 —y, 之 + 느）, pW,之） = Gm/+ I，之）•

The action of T/L = Zi6k ＞〈 Z2 ＞〈 乞2 on the nilmanifold H/L is given 
by〈0,0,77）：

0（= = （—⑬ —y, 之 + 솚）悲（財y,之） = 0+ I’… + 으）’ —引

Proof. Let JV be a free normal subgroup of r such that G = T/N is 
abelian. Then [rj?] = （i우,ig） C 2V C 仏1北2北3〉. Suppose N contains 
both tig11：2,하하. Then N can be represented by an ordered set of 
generators 

MiK1'：2北2 하, 하〉

by Lemma 2.4. By the right action of （ 丄 으） € GL（2,Z） C Aut（7Z） 

on N, N reduces to （tig, 하하, t'으）. Since N contains i우 and ig, we 
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have g', e N. Thus 2€ and 2r must be multiples of n. N6te 
that 0 < £, r < n. Thus € = 0, 물, and r = 0, 끗. Since [tit스, 삐 = 

[t1? t2] = e A『, 2k must be a multiple of n. Afterwards we shall 
do only an infranilmanifold case, i.e., n = 2k. The other cases can 
be done by a similar method as M. case which are left to the reader. 
Therefore the possible normal subgroups are

Ki = Gi, 허, 燃〉, K2 = （ti, t2t：, 珍）,

K3 =〈t뷰, t2, 燃〉, K4 = Wl = 燃）.

Recall that | 0 1 | , GL（2,Z） | e 八『AffCH）（r）, for p, g € Z 
k[o o Ij /

and pq € 2Z. It is not hard to see 〜 互i, 〜 K± and 〜 K±

exists only one Z4人 = T/JC free action on the nilmanifold 7Z/JC which 
yields an infra-nilmanifold homeomorphic to 7Y/I\

Suppose N does not contain 허하, but Then, since tg e 7V,
N can be represented by 於, tg）. Since

'1 -k 0“ "1 0 O' 1 -k 0
by using 0 1 0 0 1 k and 0 1 fc respectively.

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
Thus we get K = K± = （ii, 허? gfe〉= （ii, <2, Therefore there

MH, 4] = [허, 어] = [ii, h]2 =

4k must be a multiple of n. Thus n = 4k. Assume € = 1. Then 
N = （tiW% 燃Since t우 € € N. Thus we have s = 0 or
2k. Similar result can be obtained for the case I is an even integer. 
Therefore the possible normal subgroups are

M = W= 於, 燃〉, 八『2 =〈切2珍, tl if）, 

八『3 = 仏1, 於, 燃）, 八『4 = 仏1#\ 於, 燃）.
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Note that 7心(i = 1,2,4) is affinely congugate to JV3 by an element 
of A『Aff(H)C『). The case when 12하 E 2V, Z N can be done 
similarly.

Lastly, suppose both《2於, tit$t& 우 N. Then N must be {g, tg). 
Since [g, g] = t|人 € N, we have n = 8k.

In this case, T/L = G is of the form Zm x 乞2 x ^2-
The realization of the action of G 스 F/7V on the nilmanifold

7//7V, as an affine action on the standard nilmanifold, is easy pro
vided that we follow the “Realization” procedure. For example, let 
N = (gi, g, ask). Since G is generated by the images of a and《2, 
it is enough to calculate conjugations of a and ±2 by (I, B), where 

€ Aut(?/).

For a = (a, A) =

1
1

4/vo

 
1

 

0

1

0

 

l

o

o

0
0 —1 , we

/ 1 0

\ 0 0

It acts on H by

1
0
0

"1 0 느” 1 x z
0 1 0 ’시 • 0 1 沙 —

0 0 1 / .° 0 i_

—x
1
0

z-f

Therefore if / : 7/ — is the map generated by ar then

1
f( 財 y, 之) = (—⑬ —y, —).

For《2 = (仁2 리

(I,B) (e2,1) (1,3)』=

o

 
1
-
2
1
 

0

1

0

 

l

o

o
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Thus, for the pair (7V, T), we get an affine action oi G = V/N =
Zsk x 乞2 on the standard nilmanifold:

1 1
W,y⑵ = (—：仏 —y, 之 +》 9(x,y,2》= (財:?/ + 引 之)•

t 8k 2

The other cases are left to the reader.
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